HOW TO
PLAY ASIA
POKER
YOUR GUIDE TO PLAYING
CASINO TABLE GAMES

PLAYING
THE GAME
If you enjoy playing Pai Gow Poker or even traditional poker you will enjoy the fast
and exciting action of Asia Poker. The best part is you already know the basics.
THE GAME
Asia poker is based on an ancient Chinese game called “13” and combines
the elements of Pai Gow Poker and the American game of poker. The
game is played with a traditional deck of 52 playing cards, plus one Joker.
The Joker can be used only as an Ace, or to complete a straight, a flush, a
straight flush or a royal flush.
RANKING THE HANDS
Each player at the table is dealt 7 cards, which the player arranges to make
three hands; a one-card hand, two-card hand and a four-card hand.
Each player shall set his or her hands arranging the cards into a high hand,
medium hand and low hand. When setting the three hands, the four-card
high hand must be equal to or higher in rank than the two-card medium
hand, and the two-card medium hand must be equal to or higher in rank
than the one-card low hand. For example, if the two-card hand contains a
pair of sevens, the four-card hand must contain at least a pair of sevens and
the two remaining cards.
OBJECT OF THE GAME
A player will win if any two of the Player’s three hands (high, medium, low) is
higher in rank than any of the Dealer’s corresponding three hands
(high, medium, low). If any one of the player’s three hands is identical in
rank to the corresponding hand of the Dealer this is a tie. Ties are also called
“copy hands,” and the Dealer wins all copy hands.
RULES TO REMEMBER
Any player’s hand that is set incorrectly (e.g. the two-card hand ranks higher
than the four-card hand, or the player puts three cards in the four-card
hand) is an automatic loser. Players are responsible for arranging their own
hands and should do so with care.
The house must set all hands according to House Way. Hands set incorrectly
by the Dealer must be reset according to House Way.
The Dealer will explain the rankings and assist you in arranging your hands the
House Way, but is not responsible for wins or losses. The House Way is a set
of rules determining how the Dealer must set his or her hand or those of the
novice players asking for help.
Only players who are seated at the Asia Poker table may place a wager at
the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received cards, that
player must remain seated until the completion of the round of play.
BONUS WAGER PAYOUTS
8888+Any Three-of-a-Kind.....5000 to 1
5 Aces.....................................800 to 1
Royal Flush..............................200 to 1
Natural Straight Flush.................50 to 1
Straight Flush w/ Joker................40 to 1
Four-of-a-Kind............................25 to 1

Full House..............................5 to
Flush......................................4 to
Three-of-a-Kind......................3 to
Straight..................................2 to
9 High..................................10 to
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All winning bonus payouts based on a five card poker hand, except
“8888 + Any Three-of-a-Kind” and “9 High” bonus which is based on all seven
cards dealt to the player.

Must be at least 21 years old to play Slots, Table Games or to receive Seminole
Wild Card benefits. Must be 18 or older to play Bingo and Live Poker. Persons
who have been trespassed or banned by the Seminole Tribe of Florida or those
who have opted into the self-exclusion program are not eligible. If you or
someone you know has a gambling problem, please call 1.888.ADMIT.IT.

